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QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS OF MUSICAL LIFE: 
HISTORICAL STATISTICS ON 1000 YEARS

Alexander Kharuto
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Abstract: The objective measurements of processes in the evolution of socio-cultural sphere are one of the impor-
tant scientific directions. The paper deals with historical statistics of musical culture calculated on the basis of data 
given in the well-known Grove’s dictionary (2001). The Grove’s dictionary has been firstly analyzed in order to use 
only reliable data. The persons are selected according to Zipf-Mandelbrote low which describes the usual distribu-
tion of text volumes in such issues.  The ‘significance’ of different kinds of musicians — composers, performers 
etc., measured on the basis of the text volume devoted to the person in Grove’s dictionary, has been analyzed from 
the viewpoint of statistics and historical changes. Also the actual number of musicians in various historical time 
periods has been studied as a statistical parameter, which changes in historical time. Possible correlation between 
these parameters for different kinds of musicians and culture regions has been studied.
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Quantitative investigation  
in history of music
Studies of numerical parameters in the evo-

lution of art are rather widespread. P. Sorokin 
described style changing cycles of about several 
centuries; periods close to 50 years have been ob-
served in Russian social relations and architecture 
style (S. Maslov); numerous cycles in the stylistic 
evolution of art became well known due to inves-
tigations of C. Martindale. An important aspect of 
the artistic evolution is the ‘significance’ of artistic 
life of some historical periods (see, e.g., Kharuto, 
Kulichkin, Petrov 2006; Kharuto, Kovalenko, Ku-
lichkin, Petrov 2007), and the number of creativity 
persons itself (Mallmann & Lemarchand, 1998). 

The actual work is based on The New Grove’s 
dictionary (2001), which includes 19600 articles 
about persons belonging to the sphere of academic 
music. These articles have different sizes, which 
indicate the ‘significance’ of described persons. 
The article sizes for different kinds of musicians 
— composers, performers etc. with known year 
of birth build rows of ‘experimental data’ on time 
interval about 1000 years long. These data can be 
analyzed as personal, or regional, or professional 
‘significance’ indicators. A quantitative investiga-
tion includes data verifying, qualitative studying of 
row behavior character and building of mathemati-
cal models of the appropriate evolution process. 

Data verifying and selection

The verifying of Grove’s article sizes was made 

with the glance of Zipf-Mandelbrote law which 
describes the usual distribution of text volumes 
in such issues. At the first step, it has been shown 
that the distribution curve of text volumes devoted 
to persons accords to this law until the text sizes 
of about 1000 characters; all the texts under this 
bound were not taken into account. 

Further, a big part of musicians described in the 
dictionary (about 4000) belongs to contemporary 
epoch — and will not be taken into account in 
our calculations, because the estimations of their 
‘significance’ is very approximately — until a time 
distance about 100  years.

Then, ranking of text volumes devoted to all 
persons belonging to same cultural region (pre-
sented on fig. 1) showed the presence of ‘national 
adjustment’. One of cultural regions (Nr. 4 — Eng-
land) owns a text which is ‘too big’ for this rank: 
8000 characters instead of approximately 5000 
(for a smooth curve). Therefore, this dictionary is 
not suitable for direct comparison of significance 
of culture regions.

Lifetime and rank in Grove’s dictionary
The analyzed text sizes devoted to one artist 

varies from 1000 characters to 367000 characters. 
What personal properties must have a musician to 
be estimated with bigger text volume? Maybe, if 
one of composers (for instance) lived longer than 
other one (and wrote more works), his text-about 
in Grove’s dictionary will be also bigger? 

For some musicians, the years of birth and/or of 
death are unknown. For other 7000 composers born 
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between 340 and 1916, the statistical distribution 
of lifetime is near to normal (Gaussian). Param-
eters of this distribution did not vary remarkable 
during ages: mean value was near to 60 years at 
1500 and increased to 72 in 1916; the standard 
deviation (SD) is quite stable (14..15 years) all 
the time. For music performers, mean lifetime 
value was in 950–1300 about 55 years with SD = 
12 years, and in 1800–1916 it were 72 years with 
SD about 14 years. 

In order to clean the question with the text form-
ing principles in Grove’s dictionary, the Pearson’s 
cross-correlation coefficient was calculated for 
lifetimes of persons and appropriate text sizes. 
This calculation showed practically absence of 

such correlation: the cross-correlation is only .088 
for composers and .098 for performers. It means, 
that Grove’s estimation of ‘significance’ has other 
principles — not the lifetime (or total size of work, 
etc.).  

Study of evolution process  
in musical life
The evolution of musical life has been described 

as total ‘significance’ of appropriate kind of mu-
sicians born in the same year. For example, the 
evolution of composer’s ‘significance’ for different 
European regions (with 3-year interval smoothing) 
is represented on fig. 2. Evolution curves like these 
have been formed also for other musical profes-
sions (conductors, performers, music theoretics 
etc.) and for every cultural region in Europe.

Synchronism of evolution?
Visual comparing of evolution curves shows 

some likeness between them. For objective quan-
titative analysis, Pearson’s cross-correlation func-
tion was used. An example of cross-correlation 
between two rows represented on fig. 2 is shown 
on fig. 3.

 The maximal correlation coefficient is .67 
and achieves on time shift 135 years (the Ital-
ian ‘wave’ outstrips the French ‘wave’ on these 
135 years). Further calculations of correlation 

functions give the Table 1, 
which includes maximal 
correlation coefficients and 
time shifts where they will 
be realized (between the 
regions showed in string 
and in column). Remark-
able (0,6..0,7) correlations 
are pointed out with bold 
digits. Some of them are 
‘understandable’ because of 
neighborhood of regions: It-
aly and Germany+Austrian 
r e g i o n s ,  F r e n c h  a n d 
Germany+Austrian and 
England. An unexpected big 
correlation has been dis-
covered between Spain and 
England  composer schools 
(.87, time shift 9 years).

Any observed synchro-
nism in evolution of some Fig. 2. Evolution curves for composers of different cultural regions

Fig. 1. Ranked text volumes in Grove
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musical schools of different regions can be inter-
preted 1) as existent dependence between cultural 
systems of these regions or 2) as independent 
evolution of two similar systems. Mathematical 
methods can’t distinguish this situations; only pro-
fessional music historian can make further investi-
gations for explanation of observed synchronism.

Combination of professions
Comparison of evolution curves of musicians of 

different kinds (composers, performers, etc.) could 
also produce important information. Unfortunately, 
the Grove’s dictionary gives not separate estima-
tions of person’s ‘significance’ as composer, as 

performer etc. — it can be 
only fixed that the person 
was known as composer 
and also as performer, 
and also as teacher and so 
on. Collecting these facts, 
one can get approximating 
evolution curves of differ-
ent musical professions 
and calculate cross-cor-
relations between them. 
Table 2 contains results 
of such kind for German-
Austrian region. The most 
remarkable correlations 
(more then .5) are pointed 
out with bold digits. Such 
calculations can be made 
for every pair of musical 
professions; the results 
are different for regions, 
which could be explained 
(by musical historians?) 
through different condi-
tions of musician’s life in 
different cultural regions 
of Europe.

Mathematical 
description of 
evolution

In general, evolution-
ary curves formed on the 
basis of text sizes devoted 
to musicians are growing 
in historical time. In XV 
century only 300 famous 
musicians were born, in 

XVI there were 1200, and in XX century — 4000 
persons. Another reason of text’s growing may be 
the decay of the experts’ interest in musicians of 
Early epochs. Near to the contemporary era, the 
curves are decreasing because the experts can not 
exactly forecast which composers (performers, 
etc.) will become ‘classics’ of music. The superpo-
sition of these tendencies result a hill-like behavior 
of the long-range trend. These evolution movement 
embrace time diapason of several centuries.

In order to analyze only the ‘objective’ character 
of the intensity evolution, one has to calculate and 
then to eliminate this long-range trend. This means 
a decomposition of any evolutionary curve into 

Fig. 3. Correlation between evolution curves for French and Italian composers

Table 1. Cross-correlation between evolution curves  
for composers of dif-ferent cultural regions

 France Spain Germany 
+Austria 

England 

Italy .67 (135) +.38 (186) .67— .57 (126) .47 (198) 
France 1 +.74 (18) .7(0) .68 (9) — .69 (45) 
Spain  1 .48(–135) .87 (9) 

Germany 
+Austria 

  1 .54 (126) 

 

Table 2. Cross-correlation between evolution curves for different 
musician’s professions (German-Austrian region)

 Performer Teacher Conductor Theoretic Musicologist 
Composer .78(0) .57(30) .64(100) .5(–20) .51(130) 
Performer 1 .59(110) .72(100) .52(–20) .47(120..220) 
Teacher  1 .63(–30) .41(0) .64(10..30) 
Conductor   1 .53(–

120) 
.72(40) 

Theoretic    1 .47(220) 
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two components, ‘trend part’ and ‘oscillating part’:

Y(t)=YTR (t)+YOSC (t),

where YTR is the trend function, and YOSC  is the 
‘oscillating part.’

The ‘trend part’ can be described as a polyno-
mial of degree ‘N’:

𝑌𝑌𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = ∑ (𝑏𝑏𝑘𝑘 × 𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘)𝑘𝑘=𝑁𝑁
𝑘𝑘=0 , 

where b0, ba1, b2,… bN  are constant coefficients,  
t is the historical time.

Periodical components of evolution?
The main object of interest will be middle-

range waves (with the periods of about 40..100 
years) which may exist against the background 
of the long-range trend. (These time constants 
characterize also the periodical changeability of 
the art style measured by S. Maslov.) Selecting 
of these ‘long waves’ can be performed through 
smoothing, which is equal to processing data row 
in a low-frequency filter.

For example, fig. 4 shows the evolution curve 
of European composer’s ‘significance’ (mean 
values of text volumes for every 3 years); fig. 5 — 
the same curve, but smoothed (on interval of 20 
years) in order to suppress ‘too short’ oscillations. 
The gradual line on fig. 5 is the trend approxima-
tion with an ‘optimal’ polynomial of 9th degree 
(Kharuto 2010). After trend approximation, the 
evolution curve will be de-trended, or centered — 
the result is shown on fig. 6. 

In order to detect periodical components, 
Fourier-spectrum will be calculated; for the same 
data row (see fig. 4 — fig. 5 — fig. 6) it is presented 
on fig. 7.

For the analyzed data (fig. 4 — fig. 7), the most 
powerful component has the period about 60 years; 
a little less amplitude has the component with the 
period of 128 years. There are also weak compo-
nents with T=40, 47.5 and 88 years.

Such spectrum estimation is not very exact 
because of too short ‘record length’, including 
only few expected periods. The real spectrum can 
contain also some ‘latent’ components: two or 
more such components with near values of peri-
ods will form one ‘hill’ of spectrum. Adding such 
components with further numerical optimization of 
its periods, amplitudes and phases, can give more 
precise approximation of source centered curve 
(fig. 6). For this example, the first approximation 
(based on spectrum) gives mean square error of 

Fig. 4. ‘Evolution curve’ for European com-posers 
(text volumes in Grove dictionary)

Fig. 5. Smoothed evolution curve for Europe-an 
composers and trend curve (most gradual line)

Fig. 6. Centered evolution curve  
(compare with fig. 4 and fig. 5)

about 60%; next operations provide decreasing 
of it until 28%. The resulting model contains 9 
harmonic components (shown in Table 3), where 
the slower one has the period of 152 years, which 
is very near to 155 years estimated by Lemarchand 
(2009).

Quasi-periodical models
Let’s note, that it will be difficult to use a model 

of ‘historical oscillations’ (in this example — of 
summary ‘significance’ of composers in Europe) 
which contain 9 different harmonic components, 
because every component needs to be explained 
through any ‘sozio-cultural oscillator’. On the 
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other hand, one can see that the source oscillations 
(fig. 7) are quasi-periodical, the ‘period’ of cycles 
varies in time. Such oscillations can be described 
with a model which uses quasi-harmonics, which 
parameters vary in time (Kharuto 2011).

In order to study only the time structure of oscil-
lations, we can equalize the amplitude of source 
oscillations and then describe it with the model 

])(2sin[)( 00 ϕθπ +××= ttAtY ,

where 0A  is a (constant) amplitude, 0ϕ  — phase 

of oscillations, )(1)( tTt Q=θ  — momentary 

frequency, QT  (t) — quasi-period of oscillations.
The function )(tθ  describes the changing of 

momentary frequency; it must be derived from 
empirical data. This function can be described as a 
polynomial or with the help of a trigonometric row. 

Some results of using of this kind of models are 

shown on fig. 8. For this example, estimation of 
the mean period of oscillations for the evolution 
curve for European composers ‘significance’ gives 
a mean value T_0=114.14 years; variations of this 
period can be simulated with the sum of 2 harmon-
ics having periods 552.37 and 552.37/2=276.18 
years. The first of them provides changes of T_0 
from 106 to 124 years, the second one — from110 
to 118 years. It means, that the new model contains 
one oscillator with mean ‘period’ 114.14 years, 
and this ‘period’ will vary (in harmonical way) 
with a period of 552 years. This approximation has 
the same error of about 28% (as the 9-harmonics 
model), but is easier.

In order to fulfill the needed evolution curve 
analysis, the author devel-
oped a special computer 
program Wave_Ex (wave 
examination).

Conclusion
Quantitative analysis 

of musical life’s history 
allows to estimate the reli-
ability of source data, and 
to study evolution process 
in musical life —  such as 
synchronism of evolution 
or degree of profession 
combination. The analysis 
discovered some new char-
acteristics and relationships 
of these processes, usually 
not observed in ‘traditional’ 
musicology.

Fig. 7. Spectrum of evolution curve  
(fig. 6) for European composers

Table 3. Harmonical approximation of evolu-tion 
curve (European composers)

 Period. years Relative amplitude 
1.  152.10 0.38 
2.  119.00 0.68 
3.  91.00 0.35 
4.  65.00 0.59 
5.  60.80 1.00 
6.  55.90 0.33 
7.  47.30 0.18 
8.  41.80 0.15 
9.  39.70 0.66 

 

Fig. 8. Quasi-periodical models of evolution for total composer’s sig-nificance 
for Italy, Germany&Austria, England and whole Europe 
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КОЛИЧЕСТВЕННЫЕ ПАРАМЕТРЫ МУЗЫКАЛЬНОЙ ЖИЗНИ:
ИСТОРИЧЕСКАЯ СТАТИСТИКА ЗА 1000 ЛЕТ

Александр Харуто
МГК имени П. И. Чайковского, Москва, РФ, Большая Никитская ул., д. 13.

e-mail: akharuto@yahoo.com 

Резюме: Объективные измерения процессов в развитии социокультурной сферы — одно из важных научных 
направлений, позволяющих как объяснить характер исторического развития, так и предсказать дальнейшее 
его направление. Работа касается анализа исторической статистики музыкальной деятельности на основе 
данных известного словаря Гроува (2001). Сами данные словаря сначала анализировались с точки зрения их 
соответствию закону Ципфа-Мандельброта, которое обычно описывает распределение текстовых объемов в 
таких источниках. «Значимость» музыкантов различных специальностей — композиторов, исполнителей и т.д. 
измерялась на основе объема текста, посвященного данной персоне в словаре. Этот параметр анализировался 
далее с точки зрения статистики и исторических изменений; исследовалось также число музыкантов в разные 
исторические периоды времени. Вычислялась корреляция между указанными параметрами, относящимися 
к различным областям деятельности музыкантов. Рассматривались методы выделения периодических 
компонент в исследуемых эволюционных процессах и сопоставлялись возможности их моделирования на 
основе спектрального анализа и квазипериодического описания. Выявлены некоторые новые соотношения 
между параметрами эволюционных процессов, не рассматриваемые в «традиционном» музыковедении.

Ключевые слова: музыкальное искусство, история, «значимость» творческой персоны, измерение, 
компьютерная программа, периодические компоненты эволюции, корреляция

КОЛИЧЕСТВЕНИ ПАРАМЕТРИ НА МУЗИКАЛНИЯ ЖИВОТ:
ИСТОРИЧЕСКА СТАТИСТИКА ЗА 1000 ГОДИНИ

Александр Харуто
МГК имени П. И. Чайковского, Москва, РФ, Большая Никитская ул., д. 13.

e-mail: akharuto@yahoo.com 

Резюме: Обективното измерване на процесите при развитието на социокултурната сфера е едно от 
важните научни направления, позволяващо както да обясни характера на историческото му развитие, така 
и да предскаже по-нататъшната му посока. В доклада се прави анализ на историческата статистика на 
музикалната дейност въз основа на данни от известния речник на Гроув (2001). Самите данни от речника 
на Гроув отначало са били анализирани от гледна точка на съответствието им на закона Ципф-Манделброт, 
което обикновено описва разпределението на текстовите обеми в такива източници. “Значимостта” на 
музикантите от различни специалности – композитори, изпълнители и т.н. се измерва въз основа на обема на 
текста, посветен на дадена персона в речника на Гроув. Този параметър след това се е анализирал от гледна 
точка на статистиката и историческите изменения; бил е изследван и броят на музикантите през различните 
исторически периоди. Изчислявана е корелацията на посочените параметри, отнасящи се към различни 
области от дейността на музикантите. Разглеждани са методите на открояване на периодичните компоненти в 
изследваните еволюционни процеси и са  съпоставяни възможностите за тяхното моделиране на основата на 
спектралния анализ и квазипериодичното описание. Открити са някои нови съотношения между параметрите 
на еволюционните процеси, които не са разглеждани в “традиционното“ музикознание.

Ключови думи:  музикално изкуство, история, “значимост” на творческата личност, измерване, компютърна 
програма, периодични компоненти на еволюцията, корелация.


